The excitation spectra of the Tϭ0 dynamic structure factors for the spin, dimer, and trimer fluctuation operators as well as for the center fluctuation operator in the one-dimensional Sϭ1 Heisenberg model with isotropic bilinear (J cos ) and biquadratic (J sin ) exchange are investigated via the recursion method for systems with up to Nϭ18 sites over the predicted range, Ϫ/4ϽՇ/4, of the topologically ordered Haldane phase. The four static and dynamic structure factors probe the ordering tendencies in the various coupling regimes and the elementary and composite excitations which dominate the Tϭ0 dynamics. At ϭarctan 1 3 ͑valence-bond solid point͒, the dynamically relevant spectra in the invariant subspaces with total spin S T ϭ0,1,2 are dominated by a branch of magnon states (S T ϭ1), by continua of two-magnon scattering states (S T ϭ0,1,2), and by discrete branches of two-magnon bound states with positive interaction energy (S T ϭ0,2). The dimer and trimer spectra at qϭ are found to consist of single modes with N-independent excitation energies D /͉e 0 ͉ϭ5 and T /͉e 0 ͉ϭ6, where e 0 ϭE 0 /N is the ground-state energy per site. The basic structure of the dynamically relevant excitation spectrum remains the same over a substantial parameter range within the Haldane phase. At the transition to the dimerized phase (ϭϪ/4), the two-magnon excitations turn into two-spinon excitations. ͓S0163-1829͑98͒00233-1͔
I. INTRODUCTION
The zero-temperature phase diagram of the onedimensional ͑1D͒ Sϭ1 Heisenberg model with bilinear and biquadratic exchange,
ϪϽр, as is widely accepted today, [1] [2] [3] [4] consists of a phase with ferromagnetic long-range order (ϽϪ3/4 or Ͼ/2), a phase with dimer long-range order (Ϫ3/4Ͻ ϽϪ/4), the Haldane phase with hidden topological longrange order (Ϫ/4ϽϽ/4), and a somewhat obscure ''trimerized'' phase (/4ϽϽ/2). H is Bethe ansatz solvable at ϭϪ/4, 5 and at ϭ/4, 6 and for part of the eigenvalue spectrum also at ϭϪ/2.
7 Within the Haldane phase, at the parameter value VBS ϭarctan 1 3 Ӎ0.1024, the groundstate wave function of H is a realization of the ͑explicitly known͒ valence-bond solid ͑VBS͒ wave function. [8] [9] [10] In spite of numerous theoretical and computational studies of this model system, there are still many blank spots on the map, especially with respect to dynamical properties. A panoramic view of the various ordering tendencies and of the dominant quantum fluctuations at Tϭ0 can be gained from a study of the dynamic structure factors, A . Among them should be the operators which, for specific wave numbers q, describe the known or suspected order parameters. Further fluctuation operators may be chosen according to specific symmetry properties of H , which entail special selection rules.
Each dynamic structure factor calculated for the same parameter value has its own dynamically relevant excitation spectrum and its own spectral-weight distribution. Each fluctuation operator acts like a filter on the complete eigenvalue spectrum, and the associated dynamic structure factor highlights a particular subset of excitations. Looking at the T ϭ0 dynamics of H through a series of such filters reveals many interesting features that are not readily accessible by any other means. The composite structure of parts of the excitation spectrum and the nature of the underlying elementary excitations, for example, may be recognized only if observed through the right set of filters.
For some questions, it is useful to investigate the corresponding static structure factors,
which are more likely amenable to a finite-size scaling analysis. All these quantities can be computed from the finite-size ground-state wave function, S AA (q) directly as an expectation value and S AA (q,) indirectly via the recursion method. 11, 12 The fluctuation operators used in this study and their relation to different order parameters are introduced in Sec. II. The static and dynamic structure factors which probe the different kinds of fluctuations are investigated in Sec. III for the VBS point and in Sec. IV for the surrounding parts of the Haldane phase. The continuation of this study for the parameter values at the two critical points ϭϮ/4 and in the phases beyond these points will be reported elsewhere. 13 
II. FLUCTUATION OPERATORS AND ORDER PARAMETERS
For the study of the model system ͑1.1͒ we introduce four different fluctuation operators of the general form
where the operator A l acts locally at lattice site l and ͑in some cases͒ also on one or two neighboring sites. 
͑2.2͒
For qϭ0 they represent ferromagnetic order-parameter fluctuations and for qϭ Néel order-parameter fluctuations. Ferromagnetic long-range order does exist in this model, but Néel long-range order does not. The Néel order-parameter fluctuations are expected to be strongest at the critical point ϭϪ/4, which marks the disappearance of topological long-range order, the only point in the phase diagram where the qϭ spin excitations are known to be gapless. ͑ii͒ The dimer fluctuations are characterized by the opera-
͑2.3͒
The dimer order-parameter fluctuations, probed by F D , are expected to be strongest at the same critical point, ϭϪ/4, which also marks the onset of dimer long-range order.
͑iii͒ For the study of trimer fluctuations, we use the operator F q T with
constructed from projection operators ͑iv͒ Our finite-N data indicate that in the same parameter range, /4рр/2, where the trimer order-parameter fluctuations are strong, the spin fluctuations are significantly stronger, and the fluctuations of a modified spin operator, which tunes into existing period-three patterns of local upzero-down (ϩ,0,Ϫ) or down-zero-up (Ϫ,0,ϩ) spin states are even stronger. The center fluctuation operator F q Z is constructed from the matrices
͑2.7͒
which is an element of the SU͑3͒ center. 16 The center order parameter has the same wave number, qϭ2/3, as the trimer order parameter. At ϭ/4 the excitation spectrum of H is rigorously known to be gapless for this wave number.
In the Appendix we discuss the static spin, dimer, trimer, and center correlation functions in special states constructed such as to reflect pure Néel, dimer, trimer, or center longrange order.
All four fluctuation operators F q A are invariant under ͑dis-crete͒ translations in real space and under ͑continuous͒ rotations about the 3 axis in spin space. The resulting selection rules for the excited states that may contribute to any of the four dynamic structure factors S AA (q,) are ⌬kϭq for the wave number and ⌬S T 3 ϭ0 for the 3 component of the total spin.
Only two of the fluctuation operators are fully rotationally invariant, ͓F q D ,S T i ͔ϭ͓F q T ,S T i ͔ϭ0 for iϭ1,2,3 and arbitrary q. This produces the additional selection rules ⌬S T ϭ0 for the magnitude of the total spin in the dynamic dimer and trimer structure factors. The corresponding selection rules for the dynamic spin and center structure factors are ⌬S T ϭ0,1 and ⌬S T ϭ0,1,2, respectively, with the further restriction that transitions between singlets (S T ϭ0 states͒ are prohibited.
In the nonferromagnetic parameter range (Ϫ3/4Ͻ Ͻ/2), where the finite-N ground state is a nondegenerate singlet, the dynamic structure factors S DD (q,) and S TT (q,) thus couple exclusively to the S T ϭ0 excitation spectrum, and S SS (q,) exclusively to the S T ϭ1 excitation spectrum, whereas S ZZ (q,) couples to the S T ϭ1 and S T ϭ2 spectra.
To calculate S AA (q,) we employ the recursion method 17, 11 in combination with a finite-size continuedfraction analysis. 12 The recursion algorithm in the present context is based on an orthogonal expansion of the wave function ͉⌿ We begin our study of the static and dynamic structure factors of H at the VBS point, where each of the four ordering tendencies introduced previously ͑Néel, dimer, trimer, center͒ is imperceptibly weak, and where some relevant static quantities are exactly known.
III. VBS STATE

A. Static structure factors
The ground-state wave function of H at ϭarctan 1 3 can be constructed for arbitrary N as follows: [8] [9] [10] The spin 1 at each lattice site is expressed as a spin-1/2 pair in a triplet state. The singlet-pair forming valence bond involves one fictitious spin 1/2 from each of two neighboring lattice sites. The VBS state can then be regarded as a chain of valence bonds linking successive spin-1/2 pairs in this manner. The spin, 8, 10 dimer, 18 trimer, and center order-parameter correlation functions and the associated static structure factors can be determined exactly: At the VBS point, no trace exists of any of the four ordering tendencies which become important in one or the other part of the parameter space. The dimer and trimer correlations are zero for distances ͉n͉у1 and ͉n͉у2, respectively, while the spin and center correlations are nonzero but have a very short correlation length (ϭln 3ϭ1.0986 . . . ). The topological long-range order in the VBS state, 19, 4 described by a string correlation function, is a different matter not discussed here.
B. Dynamic structure factors
The topological long-range order known to be strongest in the VBS state provides an environment, as we shall see, where pointlike elementary excitations can propagate freely and corresponding stationary states ͑magnons͒ form a branch with well-defined dispersion. In the following, these elementary excitations and several kinds of composite excitations made of magnon pairs will be probed from different angles by the four fluctuation operators F q A .
In Fig. 2 we display A versus q of the dynamically relevant spin, center, dimer, and trimer excitation spectra as obtained from the finite-size continued-fraction analysis for Nϭ12,15,18.
11,12
The relative spectral weight w A ϵW A /S AA (q) is indicated by the size of the data points. All four spectra are different from each other, but the spin and center spectra ͓panels ͑a͒ and ͑b͔͒ share some features as do the dimer and trimer spectra ͓panels ͑c͒ and ͑d͔͒. The commonalities and differences yield important clues about the composition of each spectrum.
The low-frequency region at qտ/2 in the spin and center spectra is dominated by a branch of one-magnon states, which have S T ϭ1 and, therefore, do not make their appearance in the dimer and trimer spectra. At qՇ/2 the onemagnon states overlap in energy with what will be identified as a continuum of two-magnon states. Here the magnon interaction precludes the observation of individual onemagnon states. Outside the region of overlap, i.e., for q
FIG. 2. Frequency
A versus wave number q of the finite-N excitations ͓Nϭ12 (᭹), Nϭ15 (᭺), Nϭ18 ()] which carry most of the spectral weight in the Tϭ0 dynamic structure factors S AA (q,) for ͑a͒ the spin, ͑b͒ the center, ͑c͒ the dimer, and ͑d͒ the trimer fluctuations of H with Jϭ1 at ϭarctan տ/2, the one-magnon states carry more than 95% of the spectral weight in S SS (q,) and S ZZ (q,).
C. Single-mode approximation
An exact single-mode spectrum at any given q value would lead to a spontaneous termination of the recursion algorithm in the first iteration. Terminating it forcibly by setting b 1 2 (q)ϭ0 in Eq. ͑2.8͒ is equivalent to invoking the single-mode approximation. In general, this is a dubious scheme, but it may have some merit if the spectral-weight distribution is known to be dominated by a single mode. In the present context, the exact calculation of the first continued-fraction coefficient in Eq. ͑2.8͒ yields the following single-mode dispersion of the VBS magnons:
This prediction, which is shown as a dashed curve in panels ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ of finite-size spin excitation energy by more than 5%.
There are three kinds of two-magnon scattering states formed by pairs of one-magnon triplets: states with S T ϭ1, which contribute to S SS (q,) and S ZZ (q,), states with S T ϭ0, which contribute to S DD (q,) and S TT (q,), and states with S T ϭ2, which are observable in S ZZ (q,) only. The magnon interaction is different in each S T subspace. Free two-magnon states form a two-parameter continuum
in (q,) space. The continuum boundaries are determined by the solution of ‫ץ‬ 2M /‫ץ‬kϭ0. The boundaries thus predicted by the single-mode dispersion ͑3.5͒,
͑3.7͒
are shown dashed in all four panels of Fig. 2 . The coalescence of this two-magnon continuum into one spectral line at qϭ is a consequence of the nongeneric symmetry property
of the single-mode one-magnon dispersion M ͑SM͒ (q).
D. Improved one-magnon dispersion
The key to a significant improvement of the one-magnon dispersion and the two-magnon continuum boundaries over the single-mode predictions ͑3.5͒ and ͑3.7͒ can be found in the dimer spectrum, i.e., in Fig. 2͑c͒ . This spectrum does indeed collapse into a single spectral line at qϭ. The finite-N analysis demonstrates beyond ambiguity that there exists an exact eigenstate, ͉D͘ϭF D ͉G͘ with an N-independent excitation energy D ϭͱ10J, which carries all the spectral weight of S DD (,). We interpret this to be a noninteracting two-magnon singlet. 21 Its energy is significantly lower than the single-mode prediction, Ϯ ͑SM͒ () ϭ(10/9)ͱ10J.
We now use the exact two-magnon excitation energy, Ϯ ()ϭ D , in conjunction with the extrapolated value, M ()ϭ0.664 33(2)J, of the one-magnon excitation gap to construct a modified one-magnon dispersion of the form
with aϭͱ5/2ϭ1.581 13 . . . and bϭ0.916 81(2), which still satisfies the symmetry property ͑3.8͒. This dispersion is shown as a solid line in panels ͑a͒, ͑b͒ of Fig. 2 and the resulting two-magnon continuum ͑3.6͒ with boundaries
as a shaded region in panels ͑a͒-͑d͒. The finite-N data for the one-magnon states are fitted almost perfectly by Eq. ͑3.9͒. The energies of all Nϭ18 states that can be clearly identified as one-magnon excitations are listed in Table I . The relative deviation of the single-mode prediction ͑3.5͒ and the improved one-magnon dispersion ͑3.9͒ from these finite-N data are listed for comparison. The lower two-magnon boundary Ϫ (q) is now in much better agreement with the finite-N two-magnon spectral thresholds in the invariant subspaces with S T ϭ0,1,2. Only for qՇ do we observe finite-N excitations with significant spectral weight which stray below the predicted two-magnon region in all four panels. Here the spectral threshold of the three-magnon continuum as inferred from Eq. ͑3.9͒ is lower than the two-magnon continuum, with a minimum energy 3 M ()/JӍ2.0 at qϭ. However, since the stray states are located near the lower two-magnon boundary, it is more likely that they are interacting two-magnon states than threemagnon states. The nonzero two-magnon bandwidth at q ϭ in the S T ϭ1 subspace as observed in the finite-N data of panels ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ is perhaps the most compelling evidence of the magnon interaction in this region of (q,) space.
A curious phenomenon occurs in the S T ϭ0 spectrum of the trimer fluctuations as shown in panel ͑d͒. At q all dynamically relevant excitations are identical to those observed in the dimer fluctuations, understandably with different matrix elements. At qϭ, the trimer spectrum collapses into a single spectral line as does the dimer spectrum, but the trimer line has a higher energy, T /Jϭ12/ͱ10, which is again N independent. Here we have another exact eigenstate ͉T͘ϭF T ͉G͘. Since ͉T͘ is necessarily orthogonal to ͉D͘, the former state cannot contribute to the dimer fluctuations, ͗G͉F D ͉T͘ϭ0, and the latter not to the trimer fluctuations,
The energy of the state ͉T͘ is evidently beyond the range of the two-magnon continuum. If it is formed by two magnons, then it must be a bound state with positive interaction energy. 22 The data shown in panel ͑d͒ indicate that the dominant S T ϭ2 contribution to S ZZ (,) comes from a state that is degenerate with the lone trimer excitation ͉T͘.
E. Two-magnon scattering states and bound states
In their density matrix renormalization group ͑DMRG͒ study of selected excited states of H for ϭ0, White and Huse 19 observed that at q near the magnon interaction is attractive for two-magnon states with S T ϭ1 and repulsive for two-magnon states with S T ϭ0 and S T ϭ2. The finite-N data for ϭarctan 1 3 in Fig. 2 exhibit trends that are similar in some respects yet different in others.
Near the bottom of the two-magnon region, the interaction is found to be very weak in all three S T subspaces, and neither uniformly attractive nor uniformly repulsive in any S T subspace. At higher energies, the interaction is stronger and repulsive in all three subspaces. The observation that the dynamically relevant excitations in panels ͑b͒, ͑c͒, ͑d͒ spread to higher energies than those in panel ͑a͒ indicates that the ͑positive͒ interaction energy is considerably larger for S T ϭ0,2 than for S T ϭ1.
Several excitations, mainly near the bottom of the shaded areas in Fig. 2 , can be identified as almost free two-magnon states. There are 28 two-magnon combinations of the onemagnon states listed in Table I . All of them can be found with appreciable spectral weight in at least one of the four excitation spectra within a 5% margin of interaction energy. In Table II we have listed the excitation energies and interaction energies of these states. Inevitably, some of the assignments made are ambiguous. The uncertainty in any of the excitation energies listed is estimated to be under 0.5%.
The number of states belonging to a two-parameter continuum is of O(N 2 ), i.e., of O(N) for fixed q. If the integrated intensity S AA (q) is finite and nonzero for any particular q, and if the continuum is to carry a nonzero fraction of the spectral weight in S AA (q,), then the average transition rate of the continuum states must scale like N Ϫ1 . Whereas this particular scaling behavior cannot be verified reliably on the basis of the available data, we have been able to track several of the nearly free two-magnon states at qϭ2/3 over the four system sizes Nϭ9, 12, 15, 18 and to show that the transition rate tends to converge to zero.
The excitation energy and the relative spectral weight of one such state as observed in the dynamic dimer and trimer structure factors are listed in Table III . 23 The strong repulsive magnon interaction for S T ϭ0 and S T ϭ2 as indicated by our data, raises the possibility that discrete branches of bound two-magnon states split off the top of the two-magnon continuum in these two subspaces.
Comparing panels ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ of Fig. 2 at frequencies 3 Շ/JՇ5, we see that the dynamically relevant finite-N excitations are arranged in contrasting patterns. In panel ͑a͒ we have an arrangement of points which is typical of a twoparameter continuum. As N increases, more points are added and spread roughly evenly along the frequency axis. In panel ͑b͒, by contrast, the data points are arranged in branches with an almost N-independent separation.
The number of states belonging to a discrete branch is of O(N), i.e., one state per wave number over the range of the branch. The transition rate of such a state will converge to a nonzero value as N→ϱ for any branch that carries a nonzero fraction of the integrated intensity. This convergence can be Table IV .
The arrangement of points in panels ͑c͒ and ͑d͒ of Fig. 2 looks more irregular. Evidence for the layered structure typical of discrete branches can be discerned at high frequencies (/Jտ5). At lower frequencies, some of the dynamically relevant states have already been identified as nearly free two-magnon continuum states. But then we can also observe states with a fairly large spectral weight whose N dependence indicates that they belong to a discrete branch.
The most prominent such branch in panel ͑c͒ has its endpoint at qϭ in the exact dimer excitation ͉D͘ discussed previously. A corresponding branch which ends in the exact trimer excitation ͉T͘ at qϭ can be discerned in panel ͑d͒.
It may well be the case that the wave function of the eigenstate ͉T͘ϭF T ͉G͘ has bound-state character with positive interaction energy and the eigenstate ͉D͘ϭF D ͉G͘ scattering-state character ͑with zero interaction energy͒. A clearcut distinction between the wave functions of bound states and scattering states is known to exist even for finite N in the sϭ1/2 Heisenberg ferromagnet, for example, and can be described in the framework of the Bethe ansatz.
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IV. HALDANE PHASE
A. Static structure factors
Any change of the Hamiltonian parameter away from the value VBS in the interior of the Haldane phase toward lower or higher values softens the topological long-range order and thus enhances specific quantum fluctuations in the ground state. The contrasting enhancements of fluctuations for decreasing or increasing values, which reflect the different ordering tendencies near the predicted phase boundaries at ϭϪ/4 and Շ/4, respectively, can be observed to a certain extent in the finite-N static structure factors for the spin, center, dimer, and trimer correlations, as shown in Fig. 3 . The finite-N effects are minute except for qϭ2/3 at Ӎ/4 and for qϭ at Ͻ0.
In the long-wavelength limit q→0, the function S SS (q) is observed to vanish for all values covered in Fig. 3 , whereas S DD (q) vanishes only at ϭ0, S ZZ (q) only at ϭϪ/4, and S TT (q) not at all. These properties are the result of different conservation laws:
The z component of the total spin, S T z ϵ ͚ l S l z , is a constant of the motion for all values, and it has eigenvalue zero in the singlet ground state. At ϭ0, the operator D T ϵ ͚ l D l with D l as defined in Eq. ͑2.3͒ can be written as D T ϭ(HϪE 0 /J) and is, therefore, a constant of the motion with zero eigenvalue.
The operator Z T ϵ ͚ l Z l with Z l as defined in Eq. ͑2.7͒ commutes with H /4 . Furthermore, the Bethe ansatz demonstrates that all eigenvectors of H /4 have definite numbers n 1 , n 2 , n 3 of up, zero, and down spins, respectively, on the N sites of the lattice. The ground state has n 1 ϭn 2 ϭn 3 ϭN/3, which implies that Z T has eigenvalue zero.
As decreases from the value VBS , the spin and dimer fluctuations at qϭ experience a gradual enhancement, which reflects a continuous increase in the spin and dimer correlation lengths. 25 On approach of the phase boundary at ϭϪ/4, these correlation lengths diverge. At ϭϪ/4 the spectra with S T ϭ0,1 are gapless, and the static spin and dimer structure factors exhibit cusp singularities at qϭ.
At this critical point, the spin and dimer ordering tendencies are in competition. A perturbation of H Ϫ/4 can produce Néel long-range order or dimer long-range order. Uniaxial exchange anisotropy, for example, is likely to produce Néel long-range order, whereas the further strengthening of the biquadratic exchange (ՇϪ/4) is almost certain to produce dimer long-range order. 2 In the regime Ϫ/4рр VBS of the Haldane phase, the center structure factor exhibits properties very similar to those of the spin and dimer structure factors. It remains to be seen whether the qϭ enhancement in the center structure factor is due primarily due to the S T ϭ1 excitations, which also dominate the spin structure factor or whether the S T ϭ2 spectrum contributes significantly to the spectral intensity. The trimer structure factor, by contrast, remains featureless throughout this regime. The conclusion is that there are no significant trimer fluctuations in this part of the phase diagram.
In the regime VBS рр/4, it is the dimer fluctuations that remain insignificant and the dimer structure factor that remains featureless. Here the prevailing ordering tendencies are captured by the spin, center and trimer structure factors. In all three of them a distinct enhancement in intensity at q ϭ2/3 emerges as increases toward the Lai-Sutherland point ϭ/4.
The DMRG study of Schollwöck et al. 4 showed that as increases from VBS the spin correlations start to become incommensurate and that the correlation length increases gradually. The underlying periodicity moves gradually from qϭ at VBS to qϭ2/3 at or before LS . Because of the short-range nature of the spin correlations, the change of periodicity in real space is not fully synchronized with the movement of the peak of the static structure factor in reciprocal space. The phase at Ͼ/4 has been named ''trimerized'' phase with no compelling evidence in support of trimer ordering, mainly because the dominant fluctuations have period three. However, there is evidence that the dominant fluctuations at qϭ2/3 are not those that are probed by the trimer fluctuation operator.
One piece of evidence is provided by the N dependence of the static spin, trimer, and center structure factors in the vicinity of the phase boundary at Շ/4, whose exact position is not firmly established. These values are listed in Table  V . The trimer intensities extrapolate downward, whereas the spin and center intensities extrapolate upward. The highest intensity is observed in the center structure factor. 26 Further evidence which speaks against the trimer nature of the phase at Ͼ/4 can be inferred from the finite-N excitation spectrum at qϭ2/3, where the trimer orderparameter fluctuations are expected to become dominant. It turns out that in this parameter regime the lowest excitation at qϭ2/3 is not a state with S T ϭ0, which could contribute to S TT (q,), nor is it a state with S T ϭ1, which could contribute to S SS (q,). From Ref. 1 we know that it is a state with S T ϭ2, and our dynamics data show that this excitation contributes to S ZZ (q,) with a large transition rate.
B. One-magnon and two-magnon states
The finite-N data for the dynamic spin, center, dimer, and trimer structure factors throughout the Haldane phase indicate that we must distinguish two regimes. For VBS р р/4, the structure of the low-lying excitations as seen through the lenses of all four dynamic structure factors undergoes a major metamorphosis. The analysis of this spectrum and its relation to the prevailing ordering tendency will be the focus of a separate study that uses the exactly solvable case ϭ/4 as the starting point. 13 Over much of the range Ϫ/4ϽϽ VBS , the dynamically relevant spectrum continues to be dominated by onemagnon and two-magnon states with properties that connect seamlessly to the results for VBS established in Sec. III. However, at Ͻ VBS , the two-parameter ansatz ͑3.9͒ for the one-magnon dispersion is now inadequate because the symmetry ͑3.8͒ is no longer supported by the finite-N data. The absence of this symmetry at Ͻ VBS is also indicated by the manifestly nonzero width at qϭ of the two-magnon continua.
We propose to use instead the three-parameter ansatz 27, 29 such as is also the case at the VBS point of the spin-1 chain ͑1.1͒.
The deformation of the one-magnon dispersion over the range Ϫ/4ϽϽ VBS has a strong effect on the shape of the associated two-magnon continuum. Of special interest are the excitation gaps at qϭ0 and qϭ. Their dependence on the parameters a,b 1 ,b 2 is
The adequacy of the three-parameter dispersion for the description of the dynamically dominant excitation spectrum must be judged on the two requirements ͑i͒ that it yields a reasonable fit of the one-magnon energies and ͑ii͒ that the associated two-magnon continuum covers the range of the corresponding finite-chain data, especially near the spectral threshold.
The finite-N data shown in Fig. 4 for four values of between VBS and Ϫ/4 confirm that the excitations dominating the Tϭ0 dynamical properties in this regime remain well described in terms of a branch one-magnon states and a continuum of two-magnon scattering states. 
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͑ii͒ There are two dimer states with eigenvalues exp(iq D k)/2:
where ͉͓l,lϩ1͔͘ϭ(͉ϩϪ͘ϩ͉Ϫϩ͘Ϫ͉00͘)/ͱ3 represents a singlet state formed by two spins 1 on neighboring sites. ͑iii͒ There are three trimer states with eigenvalues exp(iq T k)/3:
where ͉͓l,lϩ1,lϩ2͔͘ as given in Eq. ͑2.6͒ represents a singlet state formed by three spins 1 on consecutive sites. ͑iv͒ There are six center states with eigenvalues exp(iq Z k): 
͑A9͒
The correlation functions does not only probe Néel long-range order ͑at qϭ) but also center long-range order ͑at qϭ2/3) as defined in this paper. Likewise, the center fluctuation operator F q Z , designed here to probe a particular type of fluctuation and potential ordering, does not only see center long-range order ͑at q ϭ2/3) when such order exists but also Néel long-range order ͑at qϭ) when that is present.
The main purpose of introducing the center fluctuation operator, which couples to the S T ϭ1 and S T ϭ2 excitation spectra, has been to illuminate aspects of the predominant fluctuations in the parameter range /4ϽϽ/2, which are invisible to any of the other three fluctuation operators, which all couple either to the S T ϭ1 spectrum ͑spin͒ or to the S T ϭ0 spectrum ͑dimer, trimer͒. This distinctive property of F q Z is of vital importance in view of the fact that the lowestlying finite-N excitations in this parameter range have total spin S T ϭ2. It may well be the case that a different fluctuation operator, which does not see the Néel long-range order and whose characteristic long-range order is not picked up by the spin-fluctuation operator provides a better description of the predominant fluctuations in this regime. However, a suitable candidate has yet to be found. 
